With all operational procedures for design and production of our devices we consider the protection of environment. All planning and decisions consider this thought.

Thus we follow consistently the goal of preserving a consistent or rising quality of our product line - handling careful with existing resources. We require a collective liability of all our engineers and workers, to follow and enhance the guidelines of environment protection.

Conscious acting begins with planning and development of a product - environmentally responsible behaviour is not destined to our engineers only.

Observance of the environment protection guidelines in the enterprise

Our approach is determined by the observance of the following principles:

▪ avoidance of waste and residual substances by computation of optimal use and by careful material handling
▪ avoidance of unnecessary idle running times of machines and devices as well as lighting in the interior and outdoor area
▪ we collect the resulting electronic waste and supply it to recycling
▪ avoidance of poisonous materials and from the resulting emissions - injurious for health and hazardous to the environment
▪ guarantee of a provable disposal of materials such as oil, cooling agent or cleaning substances by authorized companies
▪ we provide suitable and tested filter systems within our production line (SMT - Soldering)
▪ use of re-usable packing materials
▪ the business buildings are all on the newest conditions of thermal insulation, our vehicles are all equipped with economical engines - unnecessary driven distances are avoided